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Atomic vapors have pla)'ed an important role in recent work 011
optical mi-xing. They have been used to generate tunable IR radintion, tunahleovacuurn UV, and coheTant radia~lon with wilvc]cngths as
short as 380 A. Until recentl)', the sch~m~s used all involved suscepti1>j]iti~s derived by keeping only the dipole int~raction of
light with the·m~di\lm. Recently "e reported· second ortlcr sllm·frequency gen"rution in Na vapor; Pl The dipole susccl'tihilit)· for
second. order mixins. vanishes for a vapor, and a morc gC'neral typC'

of susceptibHity must be considered ·to describe this process. [2]
FOT example, our Na ·sum-frcqucnc)· gl~neration can be dcscrihC"d ~s

phase matched emission from oscillating atomic qu:adrupo!c momC'nts

driven at frequency Ul, "
schematically in Fig. L

hy two "ppli£'d fields, as shown
The quadrupole moment density is given by:

Ull .. Ul,

(I)

The second 'form sho ..s that tile sJlheric:lI symmetry of <h~ atoms a110\<5 us to define a scala1' susceptibility, alld to d£'rivc the quadrupole geometry directly from the incident field vectors. The
quadrupole rudiation with ~ 1, = n,w,/c
is equivalent to
that radiated by dip.ole of strength

e,

~ff

=

-i1" • So

-. -ix(Q) [(.!is'

E.l)!..

+

(1•. E.2)!.1 - jQh • I,)l,).

(2)

The d~t products in Eq. e2} 'show inlllledintcly that a nOJl-collinen1'
geometry IllUst ~e lised, and can also be used to show that the sum-
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sum-frequency generation with W3 = W2 + Wl is shown schemat ic ..1l1)'.

frequency b maximum for orthogonally I'olari zed bC'ams. Tho output
power can be explicitly calculated. The (Iuadrupole susceptibility
is given by
X(Q) = !l2.:\[:rlyz/2ls><~lylt>~tl%lr> + (1-2)1
(3)
h' L (wsr-WI-W2-1Y)(Wtr-'"I}
J
rst
which can be evaluated using tabulated matrix elements •. We find the
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e-lIk:ha~

(4)

, . where .tik •• I!!.. - kl - !!..I is the wave vector mismatch. For example,
for Na' with N = 1O'K em-', YLllser •• 2S em-land OI~I'I - WI = 10
cm- I , XN ) .3 x 10- 1 • esu, which gives an <:ffectlvl dipoleLsusceptibility Ik,X(Q)I ~ 10-' esu, as large as Xl' for quartz, ~ E,.(4)
~ then gives (il (OI,) • t1I (WI) (i)(012)/(11. 7 x 10') watts.
The experimental arrangement used to observe quadrupole Stunfrequency generation is shown in I'ig. 2. Generally the chat'acteristics of the observed output agree with those predicted by Eq. (4).
In pa.rticular, the output shows the sharp tlio-photon resonance expected from the expression for X(Ql when wI + "'2 = "'4d (Fig. 3),
and also sl!ows the expected variation with k vector misnlatch, which
is adjusted by changing the beam intersection angle (Fig. 4)'.
At high densities and high input powers, however, deviations
from the simple theory occur, and the output is less than one would
expect from Eq. (4). First, with increasing densities, the linear
absorption associated with thc O-line resonances causes the output
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Figure 2: Experimelltal ·sct-up. POI, 1'112, P03- .,onitor photoJetectors; Ll' L2 - 40 CID -"lid SO em lenses; I., - 10 cm qunrtz II-liS; I'U polarization :rotator: F- Corning 7-54 fllter "lid pyrex attcnu"tors;
S "25 cm spectrometer; I'M- HCA 4837; G. 1.- gated integrator; CH chart recorder •
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Figure 3: Sum-frcqucncy output rP (w,) as a function of W2 showing
the sharp resonance at WI ~ W. = w1.f/ = 34548.8 cm- I • IJ I = 21V; @.
= 2511; 6 = 47.9 mrad; N = 1.6 x 10 cm-'.

to f"l1 sharply as shown in Fig. 5. Since we rcly 011 the dispersioll
of tht' D-llncs for piU1SC matching :lIll) rOsonanCe cnhHnl·cmcnt of XlQ),
we cannot tunc very faT fronl the O-lincs, and the density tllUSt
~ be limited to 10 17 cm-' or less. In addHion, Nll.z absorp-
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Figure 4: Phase-matching curve (j'>(w,) Versus o. dll = 2W; 6>. = 2SW;
IIwI :: w3Pl - wI ~ 25.6 cm- I ; wI • W. = w4d; N = 1.6 X 111 16 cm-'.
The dashe~ curve is a theoretical curve calculated from ~q. (4).
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Figure 5: PI;ase-matched sum-frequency outputlP(W 3 ) as a function
of sodium density N at Awl ., 40.8 em-) and 80.4 em-I. The oth~r
parameters fixed in the experiment arc
211', 0:'2 " 20ll!, ~n" WI +
w2 ., 1114d'
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tion increases strongly at densi ties above ) 0 17 •
1\ second limiting factor is two-photon saturation. Since the
output power is proportional to the square of the population di fferenee between the 35 amI 4d states, we have
(5)

where tit .is the two-photon exei tat ion rate from 3s to 4d and T i.
an effecfive upper-state rebxation time. For Gaussian beams the
spatial variation of the intensities must be considered, and ·in this
case

(j> (!II ) ..

,
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e
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(6)

• TtiW~T2

~h"r., " is a constant related to the two-photon transition probabilltyand htll. = tIl4d - till - til. Eq. (6) predicts both saturation
of the outl'tlt with increasing II • I., and broadening of the twophoton resonance curve. In Fig. 6 we compare these I'Tpdicted variations with the experimentally observed saturation and broadening.
The constant, ", was chosen to give the best fit to the saturation
data. The fit value, w = 1.55 x 10-' is in satisfactory agreement
with the theoretical valne w = 1.2 x 10-'. Saturation of the sifnaJ 0112 two-photon resonance becomes significant for J112 $\I
10 Iw /cra" for an intemediate state detuning of 41..2 cm- I •

n.

Finally, at high intensities, third order nonlinearities and
population redistrihution can cause changes in the index of refraction of the vapor "hich defocus the pump heams and. more importantly.
destroy the phase matching of the output radiation. By measuring
the defocusing of the beam nearest the D lines, "e deduce that induced changes of the refractive index for that beam omy be on the
order of 10- 5 • Both theoretical estimates and experiment show that
index changes of that magnitude are sufficient to reduce the output
substantially below the value expected if no induced index changes
.lIere present. II refractive index change of this magnitude is produced in Na by an intellsity as low as 1 MWjcm 2 at 40 cm- 1 detuning
from the n ljne~ and a pressure of 2 torr, by saturation of the dispersion. It can also be produced by frnctional ioni~aHon (du~ to
resonant multiphcton ionization) of only one percent. Such jndex
changes arc the strongest factors limiting conversion efficiency in
our sum-frequency generation experiments. (3)
Besides frequency mixing. quadrupole sUnl-fr~quenc)' generation
also a110\\'s us to usc a novel and accurate technique" to mC3SUl'(,
quadrupole transition moments of atoms and molecules. [4J The technique uses tile interference of quadrupole sum-frequency generation
and IJC field-jnduced third order sum-frequency generation to allow
direct compnrison of the quadrupole moment with products of dipole
moments. Since the dependence of the two processes on the beam
geometry and jntcnsities, phase matching, and atonlic dcnsjty arc
all common, only the matrix clenlents themselves arc compared. Th\1s.
we expect the technique to be capabl e of high accuracy.
To descrih. the interference theoreticully, the total effective
polarization r:uliating in the direction!:.3 is written:
(7)

where Eo is the DC field.

This polarization is proportional to:
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Fig. 6': (a) Sum-frequency powel CPC",I) ond (b) resonance Iinewidth
bw. as functions of the product of the inllUt intensities 1\12. The
~olid curves are both derived fro",_ Eq. (6) for the effects of twoph?ton spturation with w • 1.55><10· '.
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where:

~ = <a I!: !./2Ib>

M = c~r<alrlc><clrlb>

+ <c/r/b><a/r1c>]
~ ti (ws - wc)
iiwc
When E. is adjusted and both light fields are lin~· ,'ly polarhed.
the output is oil'cuZtn'~y polarized when:

~

(9)

where e2 is the angle bet"een ~. and!.,. When the "'. input hran, is
circularly polarized, the component of the output parallel to 1,. x 12
has a minimum at a field
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Figure 7: lx(k'.l/fy(w,l as a function of the applied DC field Eo
for linear polllrizeil input hcams. Ix{w,) and ~y('''') ~nrr 1'''35Cmatched sum-frequency signals polarized along x anu y,rcspcctivcly.
The solid Curve is a theoretical curve obtained from cq. (7) to fit
tho data points.
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Either condition allows us to determine (':'qIMIl)' including sign, i f
we know the electric field strength. -To demonstrate_.this technique.
we have measured the 3s-4d quadrupole transi tion moment of the 50diu"! atom. ~o was applied with a pair of flat plilte electrodes,
heated· to prevent Na condensation. The results for linearly polarized input light arc shown in Fig. 7, while those for one input heam
circularly polarized arc shown in Fig. -B. Using tahulated Vlllues
for the. dipole matrix clements, we. derive the values <3sl zz/214<» =
+2.2480 and <3s/zz/214cl> = +2.27D. ,respectively,from the two measurements. Laser fluctuations li.mited- our accuracy in this experi..ent to about ±20%.

.
We have so far considered the sum-frequency' generation process
in which r.ixing of two pump bcanls at "'I and "'. induces a quadrupole
polarization at. w. = "" + w2 • Another interesting possibility involves the creation of an electric dipole polarization by mix!n,:: of
two l'''lnP fields. 'olle of "llich is coupled to a qUUUI'UllOle tr,m<itiull.
Becal!sc the transition is so weak, a laser can be tuned directly t"
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Figure' B: Ir(~13)/I (01" Ea • 0) as a function of the appli~d lie
field E. for ~(Wl) fincarly polarized along y and ~(w2) left circularly polari zed.
.
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the quadrupole transition to achieve maximum resonant enhancement.
Such a process can be described by the diffel'ence frequency polarization
(11)
whei"e
X(QI)

= !!~

r <rhls><sIYlt><tlzY/2Ir>
- (
wJ

11 rst

(wsr

2 ) (Wtr -

As an example. if we tune two lasers near the 6s-6d quadrupole and
6s-7p dipole transitions of cesium vapor, '''' should obtain infrared
difference freGu~ncy gcneration in the range 14-IS\1 ncar the 7p-6d
dipole allowed transition of the atoms. For N = 10"cm-', "'1J!'/2w2 = 2cm- 1 and w6d~b - WI = .25 cm- I we find X(QI) = 2.1 x 10 I esu
andO(w,) = (/I(w l ) (f>(W 2 )/IStfl/of""

-nsc.~f-

The inclusion of higher multipole terms in the interaction Df
light with matter allows second 'order nonlinear processes to he ohserved in isotropic media. These processcs may be useful both for
generating nCli wavelengths of radiation, and for mcasuring atGmic
or molecular 'luadl'upole transition moments, which nrc difficult to
measure using other tcchni,!ues .. IVe Dill)" thus obscrve lind eXl'loi t
weak transitions, "hich until recently, wel'e routinel)" ncglect~d.
~
Iefel'{maea
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